We consider the problem of sparse estimation in a Bayesian framework. We outline the derivation of the Lasso in terms of marginalization of a particular Bayesian model. A different marginalization of the same model leads to a different nonconvex estimator where hyperparameters are optimized. The arguments are extended to problems where groups of variables have to be estimated. An approach alternative to Group Lasso is derived, also providing its connection with Multiple Kernel Learning. Our estimator is nonconvex but one of its versions requires optimization with respect to only one scalar variable. Theoretical arguments and numerical experiments show that the new technique obtains sparse solutions more accurate than the other two convex estimators.
Bayesian networks describing the stochastic model for sparse estimation (a) and group sparse estimation (b) the impulse responses from the i-th input to the output y. Several approaches have been put forward in the literature for joint estimation and variable selection problems. We cite the well known Lasso [13] , Least Angle Regression (LAR), [7] their "group" versions Group Lasso (GLasso) and Group Least Angle Regression (GLAR) [16] , Multiple Kernel Learning (MKL) [8] , [10] as well as methods based on hierarchical Bayesian models such as the Relevance Vector Machine (RVM) [14] and the exponential hyperprior in [2] . Motivated by the stunning performance of the exponential hyperprior approach in the dynamic network identification scenario, see [2] , [4] , we believe an in depth comparison with other available methods is due. In this paper we initiate this comparison, discussing the relation among Lasso (and GLasso), the Exponential Hyperprior (HGLasso algorithm hereafter) and MKL by putting all these methods in a common Bayesian framework (similar to that discussed in [9] ). Both Lasso/GLasso and MKL boil down to convex optimization problems, while HGLasso does not. However, one of the versions of HGLASSO here proposed requires optimization with respect to only one scalar variable. We discuss advantages and drawbacks of the nonconvex formulation and propose also a "forward selection" type of procedure for initializing the non-convex search, which may be seen as an instance of the "screening" type of approach for variable selection discussed in [15] . An optimization procedure for the HGLasso algorithm is also proposed.
II. LASSO AND HLASSO
Let θ = [θ 1 θ 2 . . . θ m ] be an unknown parameter vector while y ∈ R n denotes the vector containing some noisy data.
In particular, our measurements model is
where G ∈ R n×m and v is the vector whose components are white noise of known variance σ 2 .
A. The Lasso approach
When θ is assumed to be sparse, one popular approach to reconstruct the parameter vector is the so called Lasso [13] where the estimate of θ given bŷ
where γ L ∈ R + is the regularization parameter. One can easily see that the above optimization problem is convex. Now, we outline a derivation of the Lasso in terms of marginalization of a suitable probability density function, as also discussed in [9] . Our Bayesian model is depicted in Fig.  1 (a). Nodes and arrows are either dotted or solid depending on being representative of, respectively, deterministic or stochastic quantities/relationships. Here, λ denotes a vector whose components {λ i } m i=1 are independent exponential random variables, with the same probability density given by
where γ is a positive scalar while χ(t) = 1 if t ≥ 0, 0 otherwise. In addition
where N (µ, Σ) is the Gaussian density of mean µ and autocovariance Σ while I n is the n × n identity matrix. The following result then holds, see also [9] for details. Proposition 1: Given the Bayesian network in Fig. 1(a 
Thenθ =θ L provided that γ L = √ 2γ.
B. The HLasso approach
The above result provides a hint for defining a different estimator. Instead of marginalizing with respect of λ , one could integrate out θ , finding the estimate of λ optimizing the marginal density p(λ |y). Then, according to the empirical Bayes approach, the minimum variance estimate of θ is computed with λ set to its estimate. We call the resulting estimator Hyperparameter Lasso (HLasso). It is defined by the following proposition that exploits the fact that θ conditional on λ is Gaussian, so that the marginal density of λ becomes available in closed form.
Proposition 2: Given the Bayesian network in Fig. 1(a) , letλ = arg max
Then λ = arg min
where Σ y = GΛG + σ 2 I n , Λ = diag{λ i } Then, given λ =λ , the HLasso estimate of θ is given bŷ
Note that the objective in (7) used to determine λ depends on m variables as in the Lasso case but the optimization problem is not convex any more.
III. GLASSO AND HGLASSO
We now consider a situation where explanatory factors able to predict y can be represented by groups of components contained in θ . To be more specific, we factorize θ as follows
and denote with k i the dimension of the i-th block, so that m = ∑ p i=1 k i . Partitioning also the matrix G as done for θ , we obtain the measurement model
Hereafter, we assume that many of the blocks {θ (i) } are null.
A. The GLasso approach
One of the leading approaches adopted to solve this problem is the so called Group Lasso (GLasso) [16] . It determines the estimate of θ aŝ
where · denotes the classical Euclidean norm. It is easy to see that, as in the Lasso case, the objective is convex. However, as we will discuss in the next subsection, GLasso cannot be derived from the Bayesian models in Fig. 1 . The next proposition, taken from Section 2 in [16] , characterizesθ GL by the Karush Kuhn Tucker (KKT) conditions. Proposition 3: Assume that G (i) G (i) = I k i for i = 1, . . . , p. Then, a necessary a sufficient condition for θ = [θ (1) θ (2) . . . θ (p) ] to be a solution of (11) is
B. The HGLasso approach
The alternative approach we propose, discussed also in [2] , relies upon the group version of that in Fig. 1 (a) and is illustrated in Fig. 1(b) . In the network, λ is now a pdimensional vector with i −th component given by λ i ∈ R + . In addition, conditional on λ , each block θ (i) of the vector θ is zero-mean Gaussian with covariance λ i I k i , i = 1, .., p, i.e.
Then, the new estimator we propose first optimizes the marginal density of λ . Then, still according to the empirical Bayes approach, the minimum variance estimate of θ is computed with λ thought as known and set to its estimate. We call this scheme Hyperparameter Group Lasso (HGLasso). It is described in the following proposition. Proposition 4: Consider the Bayesian network in Fig. 1 
Then,λ is given by
where
In addition, given λ =λ , the HGLasso estimate of θ is given byθ
It can easily be seen that the objective in (16) is not convex. However, the optimization must be performed in R p , in place of R m as in the GLasso case, with possibly p << m. Now, let the vector µ denote the dual variables associated to the constraint λ ≥ 0. The Lagrangian for the problem (16) is then given by
the following result holds. Proposition 5: The necessary conditions for λ to be a solution of (16) are
C. Comparing GLasso and HGLasso
The two estimators discussed above do not derive from the same Bayesian model as in the previous case. In fact, consider the problem of integrating out λ from the joint density of θ and λ described by the model in Fig. 1(b) . Then, the result is the product of multivariate Laplace densities. In particular, define B (i) (·) as the modified Bessel function of the second kind and order k i /2 − 1. Then, following also [12] , we obtain
whereas the prior density underlying the GLasso should be such that
IV. MKL AND HGLASSO

A. MKL and its Bayesian interpretation
In order to introduce the Multiple Kernel Learning (MKL) approach, it is useful to start considering the following measurements model
In the MKL framework, f in (22) represents the sampled version of a scalar function assumed to belong to a (generally infinite-dimensional) reproducing kernel Hilbert space (RKHS). For our purposes, we can consider a simplified scenario, where the domain of the functions in the RKHS is the finite set [1, . . . , n]. In this way, f represents the entire function and y is the noisy version of f sampled on all its domain.
In addition, f is assumed to belong to the RKHS H K whose kernel is defined by the matrix
Then, each function f (i) is an element of the RKHS H (i) induced by the kernel λ i K (i) , with norm denoted by · (i) . According to the MKL approach, the estimates of the unknown functions f (i) are obtained jointly with those of the scale factors λ i solving the following inequality constrained problem
where M plays the role of a regularization parameter. Hence, the "scale factors" contained in λ ∈ R + p are optimization variables, thought of as "tuning knobs" adjusting the kernel K(λ ) to better suit the measured data. Using the extended version of the representer theorem, e.g. see [5] , [8] , the solution isf
where {ĉ,λ } = arg min
It can be shown that every local minimum of the above objective is also a global minimum, see [5] for details.
It is now useful to define φ as the Gaussian vector with independent components of unit variance such that
We also factorize φ as done for θ , i.e.
Then, the following connection with the Bayesian model in Fig. 1(b) holds. Proposition 6: Consider the joint density of φ and λ conditional on y induced by the Bayesian network in Fig.  1(b) . Let also K (i) = G (i) G (i) . Then, there exists a value of γ such that the maximum a posteriori estimate of λ is theλ in (26). In addition, one haŝ
Finally, the maximum a posteriori estimates of the blocks of φ areφ
whereĉ is the same as in (26) and given bŷ c(λ ) = (K(λ ) + σ 2 I n ) −1 y (31) It is also of interest to give the KKT conditions for the objective (29). This is obtained in the next proposition.
Proposition 7: The necessary and sufficient conditions for λ to be a solution of (29) are
0 ≤ µ, λ and 0 W, Σ
Finally, we notice that, starting from (30), a natural estimator for θ (i) isθ
We stress that the above expression does not provide the maximum a posteriori estimate of θ (i) . In fact, it is not difficult to see that the joint density of θ and λ , conditional on y, is not bounded above around the origin. Hence, this kind of MAP estimator would always return an estimate of θ equal to zero.
B. Comparing MKL and HGLasso
Proposition 6 points out how MKL derives from the same Bayesian model underlying HGLasso but the estimate of λ is now obtained maximizing a joint, in place of a marginal, density. The expression of the estimator (29) is interesting when compared with that reported in (16) . In fact, recall that, under the assumptions stated in Proposition 6, Σ y (λ ) = K(λ ) + σ 2 I n . Hence, the two objectives in (29) and (16) are identical except that the term 1 2 log det(Σ y ) is missing in the MKL objective (29). Notice also that this is the component which makes problem (16) non convex. On the other hand, this term allows HGLasso to favor sparser solutions than MKL since it makes the marginal density of λ more concentrated around zero.
V. SPARSITY VS. SHRINKING: COMPARISON VIA OPTIMALITY CONDITIONS
In this section we compare the sparsity conditions for HGLasso, MKL and GLasso; we show that HGLasso guarantees a more favorable tradeoff between sparsity and shrinkage, in the sense that it induces greater sparsity with the same shrinkage (or, equivalently, for a given level of sparsity it guarantees less shrinkage). In order to illustrate this behavior, we consider a specific example with 2 groups of dimension 1, i.e.
. We assume θ (1) = 0, θ (2) = 1; our aim is now to understand how the hyperparameter γ influences sparsity and estimates of θ (2) . In particular, we would like to understand which values of γ guarantee thatθ (1) = 0 and how the estimator θ (2) varies with γ. In order to do so we consider the KKT conditions obtained in Propositions 5 and 7.
For simplicity of exposition consider the case δ = 0 in the definition of G (2) , i.e. G for MKL. It is clear that MKL requires a more stringent condition on γ (i.e. larger γ) in order to setλ MKL 1 = 0 (and henceθ (1) MKL = 0). Of course having a larger γ tends to yield smallerλ 2 and hence more shrinking onθ (2) . This is illustrated in figure 2 where we report the estimatorsθ MKL (dotted) for σ 2 = 0.005, δ = 0.5. The estimators are arbitrarily set to zero for the values of γ which do not yieldθ (1) = 0. In particular we obtain that GHLasso setsθ 
In addition it is clear that MKL tends to yield more shrinking onθ (2) MKL (recall that θ (2) = 1). Note that when the groups have dimension 1, as stated in Proposition 8, GLasso is equivalent to MKL with a proper rescaling of the regularization parameter, so that the comparison between HGLasso and MKL can be extended to GLasso. Proposition 8: Assume that k 1 = . . . = k p = 1 for i = 1, . . . , p and G = I n so that GLasso reduces to Lasso. Then, the regularization paths of Lasso and MKL are the same.
VI. IMPLEMENTING HGLASSO
In this section we discuss the implementation of our HGLasso approach. This will also lead to the introduction of three different variants of this estimator.
A. Projected Quasi-Newton Method
The objective (16) is a differentiable function of λ with simple box constraints (λ ≥ 0). In order to compute the derivatives, the matrices G (i) G (i) need to be computed only once, and the inverse of the matrix Σ y (λ ) needs to be computed once per iteration. Hence, the evaluation of the objective may be costly, as it depends on computing inverses of possibly large matrices and large matrix products. On the other hand, the dimension of λ can be small, and projection onto the feasible set is trivial. We tried several methods, available from the Matlab package minConf, to optimize (16) . The fastest method we implemented turned out to be a limited memory projected quasi-Newton algorithm detailed in [11] . It uses L-BFGS updates to build a diagonal plus low-rank quadratic approximation to the function, uses the Projected Quasi-Newton Method to minimize the quadratic approximation subject to the constraints present in the original problem, and uses a backtracking line search to generate new parameter vectors satisfying an Armijo-like sufficient decrease condition.
B. Bayesian Forward Selection
In this section we introduce a forward-selection type of procedure which will be useful to define a computationally efficient version of the HGLASSO estimator. In order to obtain an estimator of λ we consider the constraint κ = λ 1 = λ 2 = . . . = λ p and treat κ as a deterministic hyperparameter whose knowledge makes Σ y completely known. Therefore we set:κ
The forward-selection procedure is then designed as follows; let I ⊆ {1, 2, .., p} be the subset of currently selected groups and, considering now the Bayesian model in Fig. 1(b 
C. The three variants of HGLasso
The numerical procedures described above permit to introduce the following three "versions" of HGLasso; first an estimator of λ is constructed as:
• HGLa:κ is obtained from (41) after which the forwardselection procedure is utilized to sparsify the solution, obtaining the estimateλ of the hyperparameter vector whose components are equal to either 0 orκ. • HGLb:The optimization problem (16) is solved using the Projected Quasi-Newton method with starting point λ obtained by HGLa. • HGLc: this estimator performs the same operations of HGLb except that the components of λ set to zero by HGLa are kept at zero. Finally, the estimateθ HGL is obtained using (18).
VII. SIMULATION RESULTS
We consider a Monte Carlo study of 500 runs where at any run a linear model of the form (10) is considered with p = 10 groups of dimensions k i = 5, and n = 100. For each run, 5 of the groups θ (i) are set to zero, one is always taken different from zero while each of the remaining 4 is set to zero with probability p i = 0.5. The components of every block not set to zero are independent realizations from a uniform distribution on [−a, a] where a is an independent realization (one for each block) from a uniform distribution on [−100, 100]. The value of σ 2 is equal to the variance of the noiseless output divided by 25 and is assumed known. The columns of G are correlated, being defined at every run by G i, j = G i, j−1 + 0.2v i, j−1 , i = 1, .., n, j = 2, .., m, v i, j ∼ N (0, 1), where v i, j are i.i.d. (as i and j vary) zero mean unit variance Gaussian and G i,1 are i.i.d. zero mean unit variance Gaussian random variables. Note that correlated inputs renders the input selection problem more challenging. We compare the following estimators:
• HGLa,HGLb,HGLc: these are the three variants of our HGLasso procedure defined at the end of Section VI. • GLasso: the regularization parameter is determined via cross validation, splitting the data set in two segments of the same size and testing a finite number of parameters from a pre-specified grid with 30 elements logarithmically distributed between 10 −2γ and 10 6γ whereγ is the regularization parameter adopted by the three HLasso procedures. Finally, GLasso is reapplied to the full data set fixing the regularization parameter to its estimate. • MKL: the regularization parameter is estimated using the same cross validation strategy adopted for GLasso. The estimators are compared computing the following performance indexes: (i) percentage estimation error Err 1 = 100 × θ −θ θ % whereθ is the estimate of θ , (ii)absolute error on "zero" parameters Err 0 = θ (i) , i s.t. θ (i) = 0 wherê θ (i) is the estimate of the i-th block of θ and (iii) percentage of the blocks equal to zero correctly set to zero by the estimator after the 500 runs. Fig. 3 displays the boxplots of the 500 errors Err 1 and of Err 0 . It is apparent that all of the three versions of the HGLasso outperform both GLasso and MKL. In addition, from the results reported in Table I one can see that the first and third versions of HGLasso obtain the remarkable performance of 99.5% of blocks correctly set to zero, while the second version obtains 72.5%. Instead, GLasso and MKL correctly set to zero 26.2% and 18.1% of the blocks, respectively. This result is partially explained by the arguments in Section V; in a nutshell, MKL and GLasso need to trade sparsity for shrinking. The value of the regularization parameter γ needed to avoid oversmoothing is not large enough to induce "enough" sparsity, a drawback that does not affect our new nonconvex estimators.
VIII. CONCLUSIONS
We have presented a comparative study of three methods for sparse estimation, namely GLasso, MKL and the new HGLasso. It is shown that HGLasso and MKL derive from the same Bayesian model, yet in a different way; for GLasso, instead, this holds only for the case in which the groups have dimension 1. It is argued that the marginalization involved in HGLasso is advantageous, especially when the size of the groups is large. The tradeoffs between sparsity and shrinking are also studied in a simple example using the Karush Kuhn Tucker (KKT) conditions; our analysis suggests that HGLasso is able to achieve higher levels of sparsity without paying too much in terms of shrinking. This is indeed confirmed by the simulation experiments. Future work will include a thorough analysis of the optimality conditions and of the Bayesian forward selection used for initialization.
